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Discount Word Problems

Sheet 1

1) The price of a sweater was reduced from S 960 to S 816 during winter. Find the

discount percent.

2) Janice and Diana went to the water park. They got a 15% discount on their

tickets. What is the discount amount if the tickets cost S65?
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S325, but he had to

pay only S299. What is the discount amount?
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5) Stacey ate lunch at a restaurant. The bill was S 63, and she gave a 12% tip to

the waiter. How much money did she leave for the waiter?
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Answer Key

Name :

Discount Word Problems

Sheet 1

1) The price of a sweater was reduced from S 960 to S 816 during winter. Find the

discount percent.

15%
2) Janice and Diana went to the water park. They got a 15% discount on their

tickets. What is the discount amount if the tickets cost S65?

PREVIEW

S9.75

3) Brad is about to join a
newcomplete
office. He
is buying
few formal shirts at the store.
Gain
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to thealargest

The total bill is S180collection
, but Bradofpays
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. Calculate
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in all
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S325, but he had to

pay only S299. What is the discount amount?
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S26
5) Stacey ate lunch at a restaurant. The bill was S 63, and she gave a 12% tip to

the waiter. How much money did she leave for the waiter?

S7.56
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